
 

 

 

Making double or single fold bias tape seems intimidating at first but it is really easy once you 

get the hang of it.  The beauty of making your own is that you can coordinate it with whatever 

you are making instead of being limited to the solid colors generally available in your local 

fabric store.   



The standard rule of thumb is that ¼ yard of fabric will get you about 4 yards of double fold bias 

tape and ½ yard of single fold bias tape.  A little bit of fabric really does go a long way when it 

comes to making bias tape.  Keep in mind that the purpose of making bias tape is that it 

stretches so it can be used to bind all kinds of shapes and remain flat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First fold your fabric along the bias.  This is the same as folding it on the diagonal.  After 

pressing the diagonal fold cut along that line. 

 

Take the cut piece and lay the straight grain of the cut piece over the straight grain of the 

remaining piece and sew the two pieces together using a ¼ inch seam. 



 

After sewing the two pieces together, press the seam open so it looks like a giant trapezoid.   

 



Turn the entire panel to the wrong side.  Take out your see through ruler and begin to mark 

lines.  Double fold bias tape requires that your lines be 4 x the final width of your bias tape 

apart.  So if you want your bias tape to be ½” wide then you will need to multiply 4 X your final 

width of 1/2” which equals 2” apart.  If you are making single fold bias tape you will need to 

make the lines 2 times the final width of your tape.   

 

Once you have drawn the lines fold the fabric so the short ends meet but the lines are offset by 

one line.  This will leave one line not having a corresponding line on the end.  Sew the two ends 

together so that you have made a tube.  Once the tube has been created start cutting down the 

lines so that you are creating one long line of bias cut fabric.  Take care not to cut the fabric 

below. 

 



Once you have finished cutting the lines you should have a pile of unfolded bias binding.   

 

 

Once you have the pile of tape you need to convert it into folded bias tape.  I used a Bias tape 

maker that I got from Amazon.com in a set of 4 for $7.00.  I made ½ inch double fold tape to 

use for my latest project.  These tape makers are super simple to use.  You just feed the fabric 

through the back and pull it through the front.   

 

 

Once it comes through the front, iron it and voila you have made coordinating bias tape for any 

project.   

 


